Kentish Cat Society – 18/10/14
Mrs Di Brown
An excellent show as always, my thanks to Helen, Seam and Sue for the invitation to
judge. Harry Bailey stepped in to steward for me at the 11th hour for which I am most
grateful, I hope he enjoyed the day as much as I did.
A.C. Oriental Champion Female.
GC CC – Hart & James’ CH PIPPASTRO INFAMOUS ECCLES (62 20h) F
22/11/12. A well balanced lady. Medium length wedge with very good top of head,
ears just about large enough, well furnished and set to follow. Marginal dip to brow,
profile otherwise straight, good chin, bite somewhat untidy with a few incisors
missing but basically level. Oriental eye shape and set, a slightly muddy colour but
some green seen. Long weighty and well toned body, quite dainty limbs for this
breed, paws with long foot fluffs, tail a little short for balance. Attractive mid
chocolate tortie tabby pattern with lots of mid red tortie showing. Lovely coat texture,
silky and fine, adequate for length with well furnished plume. Excellent to handle and
excellently presented.
R – Fremont’s CH DELAMON DELUXE QUASHI’ MIUOO (48 42) F 15/08/13.
An attractive Bicolour lady, not the largest but nice and weighty overall. Medium
length wedge with good top, ears large and very well set. Basic eye shape good but
held wide with temper, colour bright mid green. Straight strong profile good chin and
level bite. Long elegant neck and body, whippy tail just about balances. Three quarter
white to colour, black smoke patches with silver to half way up the hair shaft, a fair
amount of bleeding of white into the coloured areas, coat length and texture excellent,
sleek and very close lying. Extremely noisy, made all sorts of “people-eating” threats
designed to put me off but actually handled reasonably well. Excellently presented.
A.C. Siamese/Balinese Champion Adult Female
GD CC – Cook’s CH TIANLEX DOYOUKNOWHOIAM (SIA f) F 30/06/13. A
dainty and stylish young queen who is actually much weightier than she first appears.
Neat medium length wedge with very good top line and large wide based and nicely
flared ears excellently set. Profile almost straight with a marginal dip to nose, good
firm chin, untidy but level bite. Oriental eye shape and set with mid blue colour,
expression very haughty and she was not entirely please to see me. Long weighty
body, a touch over-comfortable in the waist-line, long slender limbs, tapered tail to
almost balance. Dark seal tortie points, all well mingled in mainly paler shade of red
but some mid tones also evident in places. Coat lightly shaded to tone and of good
close texture. Handled okay and was beautifully presented.
British Black Adult Male
BOB – Denny’s IMP GD CH CASSIOBURY ZULU WARRIOR (BRI n) M
17/05/12. Overall this male is a very well balanced boy, not the largest of lads but has
lovely weight and muscle to him. Round apple head with full cheeks and very good
width between his neat small ears. Excellent expression to eyes of intense mid copper.
Rounded forehead and short nose, firm chin, bite appears to be okay but he was very
reluctant to show it to me. Short strong neck and strong cobby body, stands low on

short strong limbs with rounded paws, medium length tail to balance. Jet back coat
almost sound to roots, excellent for length and texture today, really dense and crisp.
Excellently presented.
British Black Adult Female
1st CC w/h – Scullard’s KRAZYPAWS EMILY (BRI n) F 22/11/13. A very
young queen and is more of a large rangy kitten at present, overall type good. Round
head with neat cheeks and good width to skull, ears fairly small and set well apart.
Round eyes with deep gold colour and open expression. Gentle curve to forehead,
short nose, deep strong chin, and unfortunately the bite is undershot. Body a little long
at the moment but very good for weight and substance, medium length tail, short
limbs. Glossy jet black coat completely sound to roots, but rather long soft and fine
in texture today, and losing a good deal of hair. Very sweet tempered, excellently
presented.
British Black Silver Tabby Adult Male
CC & BOB – Nicholson’s METALLICAT SILVER ROGER (BRI ns 22) M
06/05/13. A super young male of very good type. Strong round head with full cheeks
and excellent width to skull with small ears set well apart and to follow the contours
of the head, short nose firm chin and level bite, well rounded muzzle. Round eyes
with very good expression and hazel green colour. Strong cobby body with very good
depth to chest, short strong boned limbs, tail a little short for balance. Well defined jet
black tabby pattern with all key elements in place, good butterfly, three spine lines
and large almost matching complete oysters to flanks, on a lightly brindled mid silver
ground. Very good coat, short dense and with a hint of crispness to it. Excellent
temperament and presentation.
Also considered for BOB – Hewitt’s CH COUNTRYSTYLE SILVERVINCENT
(BRI ns 22) M 24/06/13. Another handsome lad, well developed and muscular.
Strong round head with broad skull and medium size ears very well set, full cheeks
and well rounded muzzle. Round eyes with hazel colour and open expression. Short
nose, firm chin and level bite. Strong medium length body, still to attain true
cobbiness but very weighty and substantial, strong limbs and medium length tail with
rounded tip. Generally good tabby pattern, showing three spine lines and fairly good
butterfly, oysters almost complete, multi necklaces to chest, on pale silver ground.
Coat fairly short but lacks density and is a little soft in texture today. Excellent to
handle and excellently presented.
British Black Silver Tabby Adult Female
CC – METALLICAT SILVER HUMBUG (BRI ns 22) F 06/05/13. Litter sister to
my Bob winner and a more feminine version of him. Very good for type and
substance. Well rounded head with neat cheeks and medium size ears set well apart.
Excellent expression to eyes of clear mid green. Short nose with deep chin and level
bite, muzzle well rounded. Weighty body fairly cobby and compact with short limbs
and medium length tail to balance. Jet black pattern on lightly brindled mid silver
ground, pattern generally good though oysters not quite complete, the spine lines are
even and evenly separated and the butterfly is well defined. Coat marginally long but
has good density and a hint of crispness to it. Excellent temperament and presentation.

2nd – Bezanudou’s LURDES TIGLE (BRI ns 22) F 17/05/13. Overall type good,
rounded head with neat cheeks, ears marginally large for head balance but well
rounded at the tips and set well apart. Round eyes with open expression, hazel in
colour. Rounded forehead with shortish nose, good chin and bite. Weighty body
though a touch rangy still, short limbs and medium length tail. Tabby pattern heavily
brindled thus appears more pewter grey than black, but all key elements in place with
three spine lines, rounded oysters and reasonable butterfly. Coat rather long and soft
in texture but fairly good for density. An easy girl to handle, excellently presented.
Also considered for BOB – Dunstone’s CH JORJEEZ MADAM BUTTERFLY
(BRI ns 22) F 24/02/12. A good size girl of very good British type and she ran the
BOB winner close, the coat texture being the difference between them. Round head
with very good cheeks and neat small ears that were rounded at the tips and set well
apart. Round eyes with hazel/green colour. Rounded forehead and a short neat nose,
deep chin and level bite, nicely rounded muzzle. Cobby and compact body with short
limbs and medium length tail. Jet black tabby pattern with three even spine lines,
good clear butterfly and large round oysters, some brindling to pattern and mid silver
ground. Coat a little long and soft in texture but has some density to it. Excellent to
handle and excellently presented.
British Brown, Blue, Chocolate, Lilac, Cinnamon or Fawn Tabby Kitten
1st & BOB – Worsley-Waring’s SATINMIST BRAMBLE-BEAR (BRI b 22) M
05/07/14. A well gown baby and promising for type but monorchid at present. Well
rounded head with neat baby cheeks, needs to grow into his ears but they are set well
part. Round eyes with innocent expression and deep gold colour. Short nose, deep
chin and level bite, marginal teething pinch to muzzle at present. Weighty little body
fairly compact, short strong limbs and good tail to balance. Darker rich chocolate
tabby pattern with well defined butterfly, spine lines and oysters on paler warm
chocolate ground. Soft fine baby coat at present but quite good for length. The
sweetest temperament, hopefully his little problem will sort it self out. Excellently
presented.
British Black Silver Spotted Neuter
PC & BOB – Marchant’s TIGATAILS DUCHESS ORPHELIA (30s) FN
21/03/13. What a lovely large cobby girl, very good for type, maturity for age
excellent and would put some of the boys to shame. Round head with dear little ears
set wide apart, good full cheeks, rounded muzzle, short nose deep chin and level bite.
Short strong neck and a weighty cobby body, short strong limbs, good tail. Super
spotted pattern, small well rounded spots, and they were almost sound which is
unusual for a silver cat, completely broken spine line, minimal brindling to pattern
and ground. Coat fairly short and has some density and crispness to it. A bit cross but
handed okay. Excellently presented.
A.C. Oriental Longhair Adult
BOB - Hart & James’ CH PIPPASTRO INFAMOUS ECCLES (62 20h) F
22/11/12

Oriental Spotted Kitten
1st & BOB – Connelly’s BEAUBUBBLY SPOTTY MULDOON (38r) M 25/06/14.
An attractive fawn spotted kitten of overall good type. Medium length wedge, top of
head just about wide enough, ears large and set to follow. Oval eyes well set and of an
excellent vivid emerald green colour. Profile almost straight, just a slight bump to the
end of the nose, good chin and level bite. Long slender and really solid little body,
long limbs and a whippy tail to almost balance. Mid fawn spotted pattern, and apart
from some slight linkage behind the fore limbs, the spots are generally well rounded,
spine line broken and overall the pattern is sound with minimal agouti invasion. Super
short sleek coat. A little shy but handed well, excellently presented.
Oriental Bicolour Kitten
1st & BOB – Titterall’s ICKLE VALENTINO (OSH n 01 21) M 14/02/14. A very
nice Van pattern Bicolour, his patches of colour really are minimal. Very good for
type with a stylish well balanced head and large very well set ears. Snooty expression
to eyes of vivid green. Straight strong profile, deep chin lines up with the nose tip and
the bite is level. Long elegant body, it is very good for weight but as yet there is little
muscle coverage over the spine, good whip tail. Predominantly white, there is one
small patch of pattern to face below the left ear, a smudge to nose and a small patch
on the shoulders, tail almost fully ringed with a white tip. Coat a touch long but very
sleek and close lying. Excellent temperament and presentation.
Caramel Point Siamese Adult
1st CC w/h – Cosgrove’s MAPU SIMONSKI BATCAT (SIA m) F 26/01/13. A
dainty and stylish queen. Medium length wedge with very good top of head and large
well flared ears set to follow. Oriental eye shape and set with mid blue colour. Profile
almost straight, pugilistic chin, bite untidy with several incisors missing and is
undershot. Long slender but weighty body with whippy tail to almost balance. Lilacbased caramel points nicely matched and showing slight brownish overtones to base
of ears and tail. Off white coat almost clear of shading and of good close texture. This
was a judge change, unfortunately for the exhibitor, a lovely lady, shame about the
bite and hopefully when she loses the rest of her front teeth it won’t be so obvious!
Excellent to handle
Tortie Point Siamese Adult.
BOB – Simpson’s GD CH PROFILES TIA MARIA (IMP) (32b3) F 10/05/12.
Lovely size to this lady, strong stylish and well balanced overall. Balanced head with
very good width to top and large open based ears set to continue the lines of the
wedge. Oriental eye shape and set to eyes with good depth of blue. Almost straight
profile, firm chin lines up with the nose tip and the bite is level. Elegant neck-line
and a long well toned and weighty body with tapered tail to almost balance. Attractive
mid chocolate tortie points with plentiful mid red mingling on all points. Ivory coat
with medium tortie shading to tone, it was nice and short with close lying texture.
Excellent to handle and excellently presented.
Also considered - Cook’s CH TIANLEX DOYOUKNOWHOIAM (SIA f) F
30/06/13
Fairclough’s GD CH ZAFARA DJELIBEYBI (SIA h) F 08/05/13. A neat little
queen of very good type and style. Medium length wedge with very good top of

head, ears large, nicely flared and set to follow. Snooty expression to eyes of good
blue. Straight profile, chin lines up and the bite is level, slight pinch to muzzle. Long
slender body, much weightier than it first appears, long whip. Mid chocolate tortie
points, some breaks in paler red on all points – just enough for the SOP in places. Pale
coat with minimal shading, very good for length and texture. Sweet tempered and
easy to handle. Excellently presented.
Chocolate Point Siamese Kitten
1st & BOB – Collins’ MAFDET MAZALTOV (SIA b) F 13/03/14. A promising
baby for type, quite dainty as yet but nice and weighty. Shorter length wedge with
broad top line and very large ears set wide. Very good shape set and expression to
eyes, the blue is deep enough but lacks brilliance of tone. Almost straight profile with
small dip to nose, chin firm and bite level. Promising length to body that was firm
and weighty, super whippy tail to almost balance. Darker chocolate points but there is
some warmth of tone on the mask, hopefully they will not get any darker. Coat a
slightly cool toned off-white, lightly shaded with soft fine baby texture. A friendly
babe, excellently presented.
Tabby Point Siamese Kitten Male
1st – Powell’s MAFDET GO-FASTER-STRIPES (SIA n 21) M 17/05/14. A
promising and stylish baby, well grown. Very good head type with broad top and
very large ears he needs to grow into. Tiny baby growth dips to profile at the moment,
chin firm, bite a little uneven but he is still teething so fingers crossed, pinch to
muzzle. Very good expression to eyes of deep blue. Weighty and really solid little
body super length whippy tail. Well defined seal tabby pattern developing and he
shows broad uneven “Classic” ringing to his tail. Coat short close and sleek. Super
condition and presentation.
Tabby Point Siamese Kitten Female
Three gorgeous kittens, all worthy of a 1st & BOB
1st & BOB – Bunyan’s KAMIK CONUNDRUM (SIA j 21) F 14/04/14. This kitten
is clearly chocolate not lilac, and I managed to get it changed in my book to reflect
this. A lovely kitten, it would have been a tragedy to wrong colour her. Very well
grown for age and beautifully stylish with excellent head and very large ears set wide.
Love her expression and the colour is very good. Profile almost straight with a firm
chin that has a dear little beard, bite level. Long weighty and well toned body, tail
almost balances. Attractive balance between delicate warm chocolate tabby and red
tortie mingling, ivory coat with almost no shading, length and texture excellent.
Excellent to handle and beautifully presented in a snug nest.
2nd – Pummell’s MAFDET MALIBU (SIA n 21) F 17/05/14. Also very lovely
though quite different in style. Strong shorter wedge head with broad top line and
very large wide based ears excellently set. Oriental eye shape, perhaps a touch open,
but good for depth of blue. Strong profile with broad nose, good chin and level bite
Excellent weight and tone to body with whippy tail. Dark warm seal tabby markings,
nice and distinct on the head but tail rings could be better. Unshaded coat of short
close texture. Ran the winner close and was lovely to handle. Beautifully presented.
3rd – Simpson’s SWEET CATS ICH BIN HUBSCH (32/3) F 27/04/14. Quite
dainty for almost 6 months but very good for type and style. Stylish head though

perhaps a touch over-fine in the muzzle, with very good top and large ears wide set.
Almost straight profile, chin goes back a little but the bite is level. Sweet expression
to eyes of oriental shape and set with good depth of blue. Well defined neck and a
long slender but weighty body, good tail. Lovely warm mid chocolate tabby points,
very well defined pattern with excellent tail rings. Ivory coat clear of shading and
excellent for length and texture. I must say that 3rd place is less than this baby
deserves, there really were just mere whiskers between these three kittens. Excellent
temperament and presentation.
Caramel Point Siamese Neuter
BOB – Clayden’s CH & GD PR MAFDET MR TITIAN (SIA m) MN 12/01/13. A
handsome male neuter. Stylish head with lovely width to top line and large flared ears
very well set. Oriental eye shape set and expression with brilliant blue colour. Good
profile chin and bite. Long elegant body with substance, and very good muscle tone
for a neuter, tail to almost balance. Super blue-based caramel points now show really
good brownish overtones, to tail in particular, brownish-blue shading to off-white coat
that although a touch long is close and sleek. Perfect to handle as always. Excellently
presented.
Red Point Siamese Neuter
BOB – Emmens’ PR SPICESIAM COOLHAND LUKE (SIA d) MN 31/05/13. A
strong and stylish male neuter. Very good head, balanced and even with lovely top
line and very large ears set to follow. Oriental eye shape and set, colour could be a
touch deeper but is bright in tone. Straight profile firm chin and level bite. Super rich
red points colour, typically paler on the front limbs and deeper on the ears and tail.
Warm white coat with medium tonal shading, a little harsh in texture over the spine
today but lays close. Excellent to handle as always, excellently presented.
END OF REPORT

